COVID Update
Board of Trustees
March 10, 2022

COVID cases have dropped since the early January surge

Source: Ravenswood COVID Dashboard
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Given declining cases and hospitalizations, Governor
Newsom is lifting the statewide indoor mask requirements
●

The state still “strongly recommends” masking indoors

●

But they are letting counties (and school districts) decide
whether or not to require masks indoors
○

San Mateo County already lifted the indoor mask requirement for
stores / businesses (with some exceptions like schools, hospitals)

●

Starting March 12th, state and county no longer require
masks at schools. Instead, they “strongly recommend”
masking indoors

●

Ravenswood can decide if/when we will change our
current policy to require masks indoor and outdoors,
given our local context
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Some districts will maintain the indoor mask mandate,
others are moving to make masks strongly recommended
Keeping Mask Mandate

Still Deciding

Dropping Mask Mandate

San Francisco USD

Mountain-View Whisman
SD

Menlo Park City

Los Angeles USD
San Diego USD

Palo Alto USD
Woodside SD
Portola Valley SD
Sequoia Uniﬁed High SD
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Note: Outdoor masking requirements were already
dropped by the state/county last year
●

Outdoor masking has not been required since last year
○
○
○

CDC dropped outdoor mask requirement in April 2021
State of California dropped outdoor mask requirements in June 2021 (except at large events
like concerts, sporting events)
The County’s Pandemic Recovery Framework has not required/recommended outdoor
masking this school year

●

Research shows minimal chance of transmission outdoors

●

Ravenswood required outdoor masking because of modiﬁed quarantine rules
○

●

Under modiﬁed quarantine, exposed students could stay on campus only if masked when
exposed

The state’s new “Group Contract Tracing” approach lets exposed students
stay on campus even if they were unmasked when exposed
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Current mask requirements in Ravenwood’s COVID Safety
Plan:
●

Students & staff required to mask indoors

●

Students & staff required to mask on bus / van
/ school transportation

●

Students required to mask outdoors

●

Visitors required to mask indoors and outdoors

* Exemptions made according to CDPH mask guidance (for example, persons with a
medical condition, mental health condition, or disability that prevents wearing a mask)
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What are current conditions in Ravenswood?
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While the county overall is at low risk, EPA has been an
outlier throughout the pandemic
●

San Mateo County is “low” risk
according to CDC

●

However, EPA still has among the highest
new case rates in the county
○

Ravenswood has 98 COVID cases per 10,000 in
the last 30 days

○

Redwood City, San Mateo, Burlingame have
52-73 cases per 10,000

○

Atherton, Woodside, Belmont have 30-52
cases per 10,000

Source: SMC Health COVID Cases by City 3/4/2022
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EPA’s vaccination rate has grown steadily,
but it is still among the lowest in the county

EPA Vaccination
Rate: 89.2%

Source: SMC Health Vaccinated Residents Location Data 3/8/2022
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We need better data on our student vaccination rates only 21.5% have reported being fully vaxxed
●

Our student vaccination rates are low &
under-reported
○
○

21.5% fully vaccinated across all grades/schools (24% partially)
47.9% fully vaccinated at the middle school (52.6% partially)

●

Other districts have much higher student vaccination
rates (ex: 74% at Menlo Park City School District)

●

We especially need to encourage elementary families
to share their students’ vaccination status
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We need time to communicate any changes with families,
staff and partner organizations
●
●
●

Families who are not comfortable attending school without mandatory masks
need time to explore options (like independent study/virtual learning)
Staff need time to be informed and process
Partner orgs who operate on our campuses need time to understand
changes, decide if they will match a change in mask requirements, and
communicate that to their families and staff (e.g. BGCP, EPATT, 49ers
Academy)
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Staff recommendation: Keep current policy for 2 weeks
while we monitor data and engage community
● Keep our indoor mask requirement for now
● Gather and monitor data to ensure that Ravenswood case and
vaccination rates are at safe levels, comparable to the rest of the county
○
○
○

Cases in the past 30 days per 10,000 people, for Ravenswood census tracts (source:
SMC Health Cases by City)
EPA vaccination rate for 5+ year olds (Source: SMC Health Vax Rates)
Ravenswood student vaccination rates (Source: self-reported to district)

● Engage communities (staff, families, students) to share information and
discuss… give time for us to communicate & plan a transition
● Revisit the question in 2 weeks (March 24 board meeting)
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Discussion
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